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artist statement
Wolbring travels back in time to shape
Bernadette Wolbring´s practice derives

the future: With an interest in non-

from an interest in lens-based media

linear notions of time, she often recalls

and explores the political potential of

cultural achievements and implements

abstraction. Through gestures of ap-

them in the present. Bernadette the

propriation and recontextualisation her

political potential of abstraction. how

work examines how social structures

social structures are shaped and how

are shaped and how norms are de-

norms are defined.

fined.
* Bernadette Wolbring is a German
In her work abstraction is used not

artist based in Stockholm. She studied

only to make complex correlations

at the Slade School of Fine Art, Lon-

more easily understandable, but also to

don and at the Royal Institute of Art,

mimic codes that are used to claim sci-

Stockholm. As part of peekaboo! she

entific authority, and, ultimately, to

extends her artistic practice with cura-

demonstrate alternative aesthetics

torial formats.

(queer abstraction) that allow for a more
open reading.

Square
Pegs
in Round
Holes

Square
Pegs in
Round
Holes
Risographies (2015-18)
Munken Pure White (130 gsm), A3
Bright Red, Medium Blue

“Square Pegs in Round Holes“ deals
with the interlinkage of knowledge and
notions of gender in the medical field.
This publication is looking at how
bodies are modified through the use of
testosterone and the impact of such
body politics on social structures.
These posters mimic methodologies
used in the medical field: from simulating objectivity through the use of abstraction to the invention of tools constituting standards and measuring deviation from the norm.

The posters can be folded into
three-dimensional measuring tools.

INDEX – The Swedish
Contemporary Art Foundation,
Stockholm (2018)

Distribution and Dissemination is

In order to reach a broad audience the

a key part of the project, which is in-

dissemination of “Square Pegs in

spired by “Medi & Zini” – a (monthly)

Round Holes” is done as a travelling

zine given out for children for free in

installation on a portable display unit.

German pharmacies. These folded

It can be shown in a series of contexts

posters often have a picture of a cute

and durations: be it a one-night-only

animal on one side and medical infor-

event or an exhibition. The installation

mation on the other. Replicating this

can be combined with a lecture per-

pedagogical format wherever “Square

formance, the slide-show “Advances

Pegs in Round Holes” is shown, a

in Discreet Modifications” (2016) or

give-away poster will be published.

the fluid performance sculpture series
“Spandex Ballett” (2017).

INDEX – The Swedish
Contemporary Art Foundation,
Stockholm (2018)

Alta Art Space, Malmö (2018)

First floor

Ground floor

Fotobook GBG17,
Gothenburg (2017)

top: Fotobok Gothenburg, Detail
bottom: Museum Weserburg, Bremen

Project in three parts, 2016/17

Reform
Project in three parts, 2016/17

Reform
Project in three parts, 2016/17

“Reform“ revolves around statistics on

The umbrellas are activated in public

the Gender Pension Gap. Umbrellas

space in a choreography based on

that are depicting these data as abstract

Bartitsu, a self-defence technique with

patterns are the center piece of this

umbrella. It was practiced also by A.C.

project.

Doyle´s Sherlock Holmes and had

“Reform“ is a feminist take on data

been developed between 1898-1902 in

visualisation techniques, a manifesta-

the UK by Edward William Barton-

tion of resistance to power through

Wright.

design principles and an exploration of
dance as an emancipatory practice.

Reform

Reform

The project was triggered by a

Vienna (Part 1)

*Huffington Post* article stating that

2016/17

"in Switzerland, women will soon receive higher pensions". This referred
to the proposal to reduce the current
pension gap of 37.1% by a corrective
factor of 8% as part of a referendum

Reform (Choreography I: Social

(September 2017) to reform the Swiss

Body)

pension system . However, since the
Swiss National Council has rejected
this adjustment, the corrective factor

2min, looped
collaboration with ballett dancer
Elizabeth Ward (US/AT)

has not become part of the reform
package.

next page:
Reform (Methodkit)

This project revisits the past to shape
the future. It relates to practices that
transcend the boundaries between art
and life: from Sonia Delaunay's car
designs to Russian Revolutionary
Porcelain from the Lomonosov
factory.

Reform
Wien (Teil 1)
2016/17

24 cards, 7 cm x 10 cm

To teach the choreography in work-

Instruction for the choreography

shops, a set of educational material

Social Body

was developed: a method kit consisting

A group of 10 performers form a

of 24 cards (see image), a pull down

"social body": they stand close

chart as well as a drone video.

together, their umbrellas opened. One

After stops in Vienna (Museumsquar-

person instructs: "breathe in - breathe

ter) and Zurich (Corner College), the

out". When exhaling, the performers

project was developed further as a par-

slowly and simultaneously close their

ticipatory project in a community cen-

umbrellas, making sure no gaps arise

ter in Helsinki (co-produced by

between the umbrellas. When inhaling,

m-cult/CAPP).

the performers reopen their umbrellas.
They repeat this process for a period
of three minutes.

Reform 2038
Zürich (Teil 2)

Reform 2038
Zurich (Part 2)
Corner College, 2017

Reform (Umbrella I)
3 Prototypes, Fabric, 1m x 1m

Helsinki

Reform 75/100

Helsinki / Maunula (Part 3)
Saunabaari Community Center
Participatory Art Project, 2017

lsinki

Reform 75/100

Helsinki / Maunula (Part 3)
Saunabaari Community Center
Participatory Art Project, 2017

The first part of the “REFORM”

The performance´s second part, “So-

performance is called “Yksi, Kaksi,

cial Body”, was created in collabora-

Kolme, Nelja” (Finnish: *one, two,

tion with ballett dancer Elizabeth

three, four * ) and was a collaboration

Ward (US/AT). Umbrellas turn into

with contact improviser Kaisa Kukko-

abstract representations of the individ-

nen (FI). In this choreography Bartitsu

ual and society, visualizing behaviour

poses are progressively merging into

patterns within. A cluster of umbrellas

fluid movements, which are finally

comes to life, lifting and lowering its

passed on to the audience in a public

chest as if it were alive and breathing.

rehearsal.

Helsinki

Reform 75/100

Helsinki / Maunula (Part 3)
Saunabaari Community Center
Participatory Art Project
2017

Instructions for the choreography
“Yksi, Kaksi, Kolme, Nelja”
For a flexible number of performers
and a percussionist.
The performers line up in rows of six.
The percussionist plays a monotonous
beat (60 bpm). One performer counts
to four in Finnish (yksi, kaksi, kolme,
neljä). Simultaneously, all performers
strike a series of four Bartitsu-poses,
which are recorded on a teaching
poster. For the duration of three
minutes they loop the poses, then one
of the performers hands out umbrellas
to the audience and encourages the
people to participate in the Bartitsu
training.

Helsinki Night of the Arts (2017)
(t.: Maunula Talo, b.: Saunabaari)

Stills from “Reform Drone Video”

Reform (Workshops)

Reform (Educational Poster I)

twelve meetings, two months

digital print on Airtex,
140 cm x 200 cm, wooden

Reform (Choreography II:

seams, fabric band

yksi, kaksi, kolme, nelja)
2min, looped,

* This project was commissioned and

in collaboration with

co-produced by m-cult's Collaborative

Kaisa Kukkonen (FI)

Media Art Residency, realized in the
context of the Collaborative Arts Part-

Reform (Drone-Video)

nership Programme with support from

4:20min looped

Creative Europe. In collaboration with
Kaisa Kukkonen and Minna Tarkka.

Reform (Umbrellas II-XII)
designed by: Riitta Granlund, Martin

Photography: Jaime Culebro

Hackenberg, Pirjo Moll, Laila Purja,

Lighting: Jaakko Kukkonen

Virpi Räty, Tiina Tuovinen, Tuula

Drone filming: Helicam/Ville

Saari.

Hyvönen

Present
Progressive
Corner College, Zurich, 2017

This exhibition design consists of a
68,38m strip of fabric that is running
through the exhibition space to call in
remembrance a different idea of how
time can be perceived. The strip´s
measurements and materiality refer to
the Bayeux Tapestry (0,53m x 68,38m).

The German medievalist Peter

In contrast to today’s chronological

Czerwinski claims that in the Middle

perception of time, the tapestry – like

Ages a different notion of time existed.

other medieval works of art – depicts a
notion of time that is assuming simultaneity. Here past and present are not
clearly distinguishable – therefore

(* in Gegenwärtigkeit: Simultane Räume

causally related events are depicted in

und zyklische Zeiten, Formen von Regenera-

the same space, separated solely by

tion und Genealogie im Mittelalter, 1993)

elements of architecture.

exhibition design by Bernadette
Wolbring, sculptures by Ulrika Jäger

Advances
in Discreet
Modifications

Modifications

The card game SET was developed in
1974 by Marsha Falco when researching into epilepsy in German Shepherds. In “Advances in Discreet Modifications” it is juxtaposed with collages
on excessive hair growth (Hirsutism).

Advances
in Discreet

The collages deal with deviation from
the norm, namely excessive body hair.
In cases like these the contraceptive
pill is often prescribed to decrease testosterone levels and – as a result – to
change the appearance into a “more
female” one. This collage series exacerbates bodily transgression into the
surreal and parenthetically hints at a
further range of coded fields of body
politics, such as clothing as a sign of
subjugation.

Collages
combined with Set Cards
by Marsha Faco (1974),
A4 (8 pages), 2016
Collages
Kodak Carroussel, 2016

Pattern
Recognition
Konsthall C, Stockholm, 2015

abc
Super 8 (2015)
1 min 40 sec, looped
Oh, Carl!
tiles, meditation cushions,
record player (2015)

The 8mm film, titled “abc“, is a stop-

provide them with means to choose

motion animation based on footage

the way their story/history is told.

found on youtube. The short video

“abc“ was shot on 8mm as it refers to

clip documents an organized gang rape

educational films of the 60s and 70s. It

on Tahrir Square, Cairo.

also mimics their use of abstraction as
a means of making patterns more

These rapes are organized and take
place – mostly during demonstrations
– to deter women from political participation. The source material was created as a part of “Cinema Tahrir“, an
organisation founded by two
filmmakers during the Arab Revolution. Their aim was to give amateur

obvious and making learning more
effective. The protesters, seen through
a bird´s-eye view in the original video,
are now replaced by cue marks, holes
punched out on film. In filmmaking
cue marks are primarily used as a call
to action (to change the film reel) or as
a means of censorship.

filmmakers a political voice and to

“abc“, detail: overlapping cue-marks

The film is accompanied by the library

In “Oh Carl!“, tiles that are laid out to

record “Problemi d´Oggi“ by M.

continue the existing floor pattern

Zalla (a moniker of Piero Umiliani),

(Konsthall C, Stockholm). The pattern

which was produced in 1973 to be lent

hints at current data referring to gen-

out to provide a soundtrack to radio,

der in-equality, using a visualisation

tv or film projects. The music was

technique of information graphics to

composed, as the title reveals, to

convert statistics vividly. The title of

document pressing problems of its

the work refers to Carl Andre and asks

time. The tracks have titles like “Mon-

to what degree feminist art by men

do in Crisi“ (´World In Crisis`), “Pro-

would have had a political impact in

blemi (´Social Problems´) and “Non

the past and in how far political ac-

Mollare“ (`Don´t give up´).

tions in the present affect future
circumstances.

Installation view: taking up
the floor pattern at Konsthall C

Installation view:
reflections of the film “abc“
in the floor-piece “Oh, Carl!“

Further
Reading

are combined with the contents of the
posters: whether they are schematic
medical representations of increased
body hair (hirsutism) as a symptom of
a “too” high testosterone level in
women, pictures of female hyenas that
exceed the males in weight and size
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due to hormonal conditions,

Political Potentials of Abstraction

or the juxtaposition of a panda with a

Veronika Rudorfer

bearded woman. Its confrontation of
images contains an aggressive element,

Bernadette Wolbring’s artistic practice

since possible associations seem to be

begins with the searching process: the

practically forced on the viewers by

artist uses existing pictures, so that her

consciously limiting the options for

own production is always preceded by

reception, the artist exposes the way

their reception. The results from such

normative

Google-image searches as “norms”,

mechanisms function. On another

“testosterone” or simply “cute ani-

sheet there are instructions for folding

mals“ are the starting-point for the

it which change the poster into a "cti-

analysis of binary systems, analogous

tious measuring instrument. The col-

or antonymous relationships of objects

oration of the resulting object reminds

and the generation of both biological

one of a body, with its interior and

and social norms.

exterior. Wolbring demonstrates how

In her publication Square Pegs, Round

objectivity can be suggested by a pro-

Holes (2015–2017) Wolbring addresses

cess of abstraction and in the posters

the occasionally constructed dualities

she questions the construction some-

sometimes caused by the chosen me-

times supported by hormonal prepara-

dium of reproduction: the posters col-

tions of only two possible biological

lected

and, consequently, social genders.

here are risographs using only red and

The symbiotic coupling of the two

blue as colors. Each sheet is unique

works abc and Oh, Carl! I (2016–2017)

due to the variations in color values.

also functions as a duality: the floor

As cultural codings of socially con-

installation Oh, Carl! I refers explicitly

structed gender norms, the two colors

in form to the minimalist structures of

Carl Andre, but also gives them a po-

(2016–2017), whose starting point is

litical charge: in Wolbring’s case the

the game called Set!, a card game, de-

distribution of the tiles on the concrete

veloped by the geneticist Marsha J.

floor corresponds to a visualization of

Falco, was a by-

the percentage 22.4. A figure that con-

product of her research into epilepsy

stantly recurs in relation to the propor-

in German Shepards. In each case

tion of women in leadership positions

there are three forms, colors and

and salary differences. The cameraless

&llings, which stand for various genet-

film abc shows the movement

ic features of the dogs. Each time

of red and white points against an or-

Wolbring sets three cards against a col-

ange background. In her film Wol-

lage showing a faceless configuration

bring abstracts a YouTube video, that

of fur. The association with the ab-

shows a systematic group rape at Tah-

stract forms on the playing cards gen-

rir Square in Cairo from the birdseye

erates an apparent scientific quality in

viewpoint. The two autonomous

the arrangements. In accordance with

works are connected by the projection

practices of Dada and Surrealism, the

being reflected in the shiny black tiles.

artist lets something new result

The cue marks used in the film corre-

from reduction and the act of cutting

spond with the white tile crosses on

away, thus re-contextualizing her orig-

the floor, which mark gaps in the

inal material.

arrangement. The round cushions,

Bernadette Wolbring, who also works

which are a part of the floor installa-

as a curator in the duo peekaboo!, cre-

tion, turn the viewers themselves into

ates new contexts by appropriating,

circles in combination with the content

rearranging and restructuring existing

of the film abc, and in accordance with

pictures, and thus questions existing

Wolbring’s

(gender) norms by cleverly taking the

abstraction processes they thus be-

constructed duality of male and fe-

come protagonists and through this

male, embodying it in her work and

participative act address the dichotomy

finally revealing it as a normative force.

of perpetrator and victim or helper.
Abstraction, as a means for presenting
complex matters in medicine in simpli-

in: EIKON, International Magazine

fied ways, is examined in the series

for Photography and Media Art, Issue

Advances in Discreet Modifications II

#97

Interview with

work with two colors, mixing them by

Sebastian Dahlqvist,

Men and women have the same set of

Art Lab Gnesta

layering them on top of each other.
sexual hormones, they only differ in
quantity, so for me the medium is perfect when exploring these questions. I
also chose the risograph because it is

During the spring of 2017 you have

cheaper to use than other printing

had a residency at Art Lab to work

techniques. I wanted to reach a broad

with our Risograph. Unlike normal

audience by producing give-away po-

printers the Risograph is some-

sters.

thing in-between a printer and photo-copier. Not quite automatic, not
quite manual. Since it was first released in Japan in the late 80's, a lot
of artists, graphic designers and
authors has shown a great interest
in working with the Risograph.
Why do you think that is the case
and how come you are interested in
working with this way of printing?
- I guess this is because even though it
is a mass-medium it has a very handmade feel to it. Recently it has became
more popular among artists and graphic designers because it uses soy ink
and therefore it is more friendly to the
environment. I’m using it mainly because every copy produced is unique,
which fits my topic very well. After all,
my project is about gender binaries
and this is mirrored by the printing
process: the risograph prints with only
one color at a time. So i decided to

In the project you are working on
during your residency at Art Lab
Gnesta you are among other things
exploring notions of hormonal control in relation to knowledge, power
and norms. In society we seldom
talk about the control of hormones
that contraceptives involves. Why is
that and in what way does hormonal control relate to power and
norms?
- From Michel Foucault we know that
there is something that is called the
medical gaze. As a doctor, you have all
these different notions in the back of
your head which affect you when you
make diagnoses or prescribe medicine.
I think this is very apparent when it
comes to the use of hormones or contraceptives. As a matter of fact, the
EMA (European Medical Agency) advice against prescribing 3rd and 4th
generation contraceptives, as they con-

tain anti-androgens and women on

Do you think the growing amount

these pills have a much higher risk of

of biomedicals also opens up for a

developing deep vein thrombosis. Still

greater fluidity in relation to gen-

they are prescribed for reasons related

der?

to beauty norms: to make females mo-

Yes, of course, I’m very surprised that

re female. I was quite surprised when I

it is, legally, still as restricted as it.

found out that these contraceptives

People like the author Paul B Preciado

contain the same kind of anti-

(before Beatriz Preciado) use testoste-

androgens that are used when doing a

rone illegally because in order to get

gender confirming transition from ma-

access to it legally you have to “go the

le to female.

whole way”. I think this development
or change is really slow since the mar-

In what way did you find this con-

ket is not yet interested in investing in

nection interesting?

research related to female bodies or

Firstly because one would believe that

further enabling gender fluidity.

contraceptives should and would biomedically, only prevent pregnancy.

For the first time in the history of

Not altering the “female body” in ac-

Fält we have included a poster. It’s

cordance to a notion of femaleness.

a poster you have made during your

I’m interested in the shades in bet-

residency, can you tell me about

ween. There can be much bigger diffe-

the process behind it?

rences between men and men or

When i started researching in the me-

women and women in relation to

dical field I came to think of some-

hormones than between men and

thing I grew up with in Germany:

women. Gender binaries have existed

“Medi Zini” posters. In pharmacies

for a very long time but I get the fee-

children get these free posters that ha-

ling that the body you are born with

ve a cute animal on the front and

needs more and more alteration in or-

educational material related to me-

der to fit in some category.

dicine on the back. I really like this

To take a probably well used example:

pedagogical format and it’s way of

every woman has hair on her body and

spreading knowledge. All of my po-

the fact that this is something you

sters reflect my interest in abstraction.

need to alter in order to fit into the

I mimic ways in which abstraction is

category of woman is quite disturbing.

used in the field of medicine: to per-

suade or convince the viewer/reader

working partly in schools and universi-

that this is the truth. Abstraction as a

ties, so the interest in education is a

tool can make information look scien-

part of that. I’m deeply interested in

tific or objective. I relate to the field of

exploring different formats for sharing

Queer Abstraction, which I came across

and gaining knowledge. I think also I

via the reader “Pink Labour on Gol-

came to use graphic design for this

den Streets”, published by Sternberg

project since it is a medium often used

Press.The term Queer Abstraction was

for educational purposes. And also, of

coined by J. Jack Halberstam. People

course, I want to change the world

tend to have this idea that abstraction

(laughing). Knowledge is one way to

would only relate to formal issues but

do so.

I feel that for my generation it is a medium or practice that opens up for

Has the context of Art Lab Gnesta

more open and fluid readings, for

and the local environment affected

example making it possible to escape

your work during your residency?

gender binaries.

I always need time to let impressions
sink in, so it is hard to give a clear

To present information using a

answer yet. And actually I don’t know

format that makes the information

Sweden that well, I only know Stock-

presented appear to be the truth

holm. So I can only differentiate bet-

sounds like a practice related to

ween urban and rural Sweden. Being a

manipulation?

foreigner in Gnesta I feel like some

I think every time you choose a format

people i meet are a bit irritated when I

or medium it is a way of manipulation.

speak Swedish with an accent, some

So I think this is not more manipulati-

people even seem sceptical towards

ve than using any other format or me-

me. Therefore I believe it is very im-

dium.

portant to have Art Lab Gnesta here. I
think the fact that Signe, Erik and the

It seems you are very interested in

others at Art Lab are so open and wel-

educating your viewer/reader in

coming has had a great impact on me

relation to the subject. How come

as well as on the rest of Gnesta.

you are interested in education and
why do you use this format?

In: FÄLT, Issue #17; Hrsg.: Art Lab

I think for once I’m a trained educator

Gnesta, Schweden

